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Abstract. This Project was done in a production line dedicated to the production of sensors used in automotive fuel systems.
The sensor measures the quality of the fuel, varying from 100% of gasoline to 85% gasoline and up to 15% of ethanol. The
sensor is assembled between a top and a casing, couple that encloses-protects the sensor, then, they are laser weld. There are
two laser welding machines. The customer wanted precise figures of the variation in each laser machines and between the
two of them to make sure there were airtight seals. This sealing was measured and subject to several levels in a test of
resistance to blowup, during the test, compressed air was injected under different pressure levels and the pressure of blowup
was registered. The pressure has to be higher than 65 psi. A DOE Taguchi method with four variables was designed, the
casing cavity, the rupture in mm, the welding time and the trigger force. The values were for the casing cavity in the range
[1,4], for the rupture, the levels, 0.16 and 0.18; 2 and 2.5 seconds for the welding time and two levels, 900 and 920 Nw for
the trigger force. The mean blowup test obtained were 110 and 122 psi for the confirmation run. Results indicate that the best
set of parameters is, 0.18 for the rupture, 2 seconds for welding, 920 Nw for the trigger force. The casing cavity with higher
effect was 2, with an average of 116.7 psi and the one with the lower average was 3, giving 102.4 psi, both higher than the
minimum required. We conclude that the initial objectives were accomplished.
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1. Introduction
The automotive industry in the frontier USA and Mexico is constituted by manufacturing plants designated
generically as “Twin Plants”, most of them from international corporations dedicated to the design and/or production of parts
and components for automotive applications, either for production operations (and original equipment) or for replacement.
Twin plants are under great external pressures by the intense world competition, while, the inside conditions are also
threatening, because of the need to produce wider and deeper product lines, by high production volumes, quality and
customer service level. In the last two decades, the electronic contents of automotive vehicles has reach an historical level
between 15 and 20% and is expected to reach up to 40%, Ohletz and Schulze, (2009) say that most of it because of ecological
and environmental policies.
Among the extensive list of electronic parts used in autos, there is a wide use of sensors. The sensors provide
information of the vehicle performance and functions such as fuel consumption, safety and comfort. In this application, the
sensor is important because Saludes et al., (2010) say that they are a way to reduce the emissions to the atmosphere and
Posser, (2007) says that this sensor most important function is the measurement of the absolute pressure in the control system
of the fuel supply. In this system there is a sensor that measures the flexibility of the fuel, that is, the mix of alcohol and
gasoline that might fluctuate in the range, 100% of gasoline to a minimum of 85% of gasoline and up to 15% of alcohol. This
mix passes through a measurement cell filling the space between two electrodes; because also measures the fluid
permeability, the capacitance between the electrodes depends upon the fractions of the two liquids. This measurement is
highly important given that the best proportion of air – fuel in the combustion chamber (cylinder) is critical for the engine
performance and varies with the composition (Benvenho et al., 2009). Besides, the sensor needs to be robust because it is
exposed to the environment and to protect it is enclosed hermetically, to avoid a direct contact with and to the fuel.
The sensor is sealed between the casing and the front face and the two parts are weld together with a laser process.
This type of welding gives deep penetration within the union, is a quick operation, the zone affected by the heat is relatively
small, the seam is a high quality one, can be highly controlled has low heat contribution by unit of volume and can be applied
automatically, this process characteristics provides the sensor good operating conditions, (Chen et al., 2009). Also is
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